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The Police Inspectorate’s conclusions on the policing at the Sarah Everard Clapham Common bandstand vigil 

came out on Tuesday. I welcomed them. No one should have been surprised. The strikingly dramatic image of 

the woman on the ground had already been explained by The Times photographer. 

For hours, the gathering was reasonably Covid compliant. The twilight crowd grew with groups including 

Reclaim the Streets. Direct action protestors seldom cooperate with the police, the women and men who keep 

us safe.  

For another hour, the police tried every kind of gentle persuasion to end the gathering. My initial view has 

been confirmed. When even a few demonstrators confront the police and bring danger to a gathering, there 

are two ways everyone else can help.  

Stay away from the trouble; safely leave quietly if you can. 

Sadly, I have been present when people were crushed to death. That result may have become inevitable when 

panic was caused among the thousands in the San Salvador cathedral square on Palm Sunday 1980 when the 

funeral of the martyr St Oscar Romero was interrupted by bombs and gunfire. No policing was possible there. 

It was not inevitable at Brussels’ Heysel stadium at the end of May 1985 when about forty people were killed, 

mostly Italian Juventus fans. Six hundred were injured.  

As a Minister, after paying my respects to the lines of bodies in a hospital mortuary, I was asked if I blamed the 

local police for inadequacies. I said it was our people who caused the disaster: it was for us to say sorry, not to 

allocate blame to others.  

Too many British fans were jammed in a small space. What would have helped the police when troublemakers 

started pushing, shoving and then fighting at the moving boundary with the other side’s fans? I knew and, with 

the senior civil servant with me, tried to get an English voice on the public address system. Non-fighters should 

stand still, leaving space for the police to end the brawling, instead of letting the crush increase at the 

restraining wall.  

People know the dangers of car crashes, drowning, falling from heights, excessive alcohol and illegal drugs. 

People learn of the risks in crowds after events when pressure threatened lives.  

In C-19 times, virus is a known risk. At the bandstand, even an activist should have accepted the invitation, the 

encouragement and then the instruction to depart given by police. Non-activists should have left at the first 

suggestion. Activists often make use of crowds to aid or to mask their aims. 

Advice to the activist? At the extreme, just sit down. Police can then safely decide whether or when to remove 

you. Every demonstration or protest with which I have associated was organised with police understanding. In 

the unlikely occurrence of trouble, we would have left, leaving the minority exposed and isolated. 

In Holy Week, Christians remember the way to the Cross, followed by the Easter Rising. My thoughts include 

service, sacrifice and the role of the women around Jesus.  

In our time, too many girls and women have horrible experiences at school age, in college life and as adults. 

Put aside ‘whatabout’ points such as the greater incidence of males being murdered. Do not be satisfied that 

most females are safe most of the time.  

Insist that all women and girls should be safe and should feel safe always. We can cooperate to achieve this. 

Examples of courtesy, kindness and being willing to intervene are the ways forward. 

 


